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  Our study aims at defining and analyzing voicing profiles of Polish and German sonorants in particular at tendencies of
Polish [r] and German [R] in obstruent clusters. Thanks to the use of digital phonetic tools (IMS German Festival synthe-
sis system) which extracted voicing profiles as a frame-by-frame basis in continuous speech, we were able to study all 
phonotactically possible contexts of sonorants available in our speech corpuses. Our investigations conducted on Polish
and German have shown that in both cases left-phoneme context is crucial in determining voicing probability of following 
sonorant.
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INTRODUCTION 

The former title of the presentation was The acquisition of sonorant voicing: a case of L1 to L2 exemplars’ transfer. In 
the following article, instead of the acquisition process, we focus on the voicing profiles of Polish and German rhotics in 
obstruent clusters which is a part of our research project. 
  Languages employ feature [voice], which is part of the set of the universal distinctive features, when their 
consonants’ types can be described in terms of presence or absence of voicing in the possible phonotactic contexts that 
are relevant for each language (Jessen, 1998). From the speech production perspective, voicing is defined as the 
presence of a periodic vocal fold vibration that produces a periodic excitation signal. Its acoustic consequences can be 
observed in the spectrum as the presence of low-frequency energy (Dogil, 2004; Lombardi, 1991; Möbius, 2004). Most 
studies in voicing focus on voice onset time (VOT), which is defined as the time interval between the stop release and 
the onset of voicing of the following vowel. Apart from the VOT analysis, a few other approaches to voicing analysis 
have been proposed: three category division into ‘voiced’, ‘voiceless unaspirated’ and ‘voiceless aspirated’ 
(Abercrombie, 1967) or binary divisions based on articulatory features (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Most languages 
contrast in feature [voice] (Keating, 1979) which is usually examined in terms of obstruent voicing profile. In Polish, not 
only obstruents but also sonorants form oppositions in terms of voicing status: “Polish appears to display the common 
phenomenon of obstruent devoicing in word-final position, as well as voice assimilations in consonant clusters, both 
within words and at word junctures; additionally, sonorant consonants are devoiced in some positions (Gussmann, 
1992).” In case of German, fonotactical rules say that sonorants cannot follow obstruents syllable-finally. Studies 
conducted by Möbius (2004) show sonorants in left-vocalic and voiceless obstruent context taking into account syllable 
boundaries and demonstrating their devoicing tendencies in the case of clusters voiceless obstruent plus sonorant. This 
study is focused on automatic analysis of temporal voicing values and their specification in context. Thus the description 
of Polish and German sonorants’ voicing profiles is scalar rather than binary.  

Production and cavity confirguration while producing sonorants includes spontaneous voicing which is why 
they are considered to be voiced (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Gussmann, 2007). Spontaneous voicing is meant by 
‘narrowing the air passage to a point where the rate of flow is reduced below the critical value needed for the Bernoulli 
effect to take place’ following Chomsky and Halle’s description (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). ”Sonorants are therefore 
articulated as voiced rather than voiceless unless some contrary gesture intervenes, such as spreading apart or tightly 
constricting the vocal folds so as to inhibit their vibration. Formally, spontaneous voicing can be expressed as the 
introduction into laryngeally unmarked sonorants of the glottal tension dimension (which by default implicates the 
gesture [slack]) (Iverson & Sang-Cheol, 2007)”. Gussmann (1992) notes that “Polish sonorants are voiced except for a 
position between voiceless consonants or after a voiceless obstruent before pause”, like in krtań [kr 9ta≠] larynx, wiatr 
[vjatr 9] wind, kadr [katr9] frame or rytm [rÈtm 9] rhythm. Polish sonorants’ devoicing depends also on the dialect and other 
socio-phonetic features. For example if the sonorant’s preceding obstruent preserves its voicing the word final sonorant 
is voiced as well. In some cases a devoiced cluster might sound unnatural (like in wydm [wÈdm 9] dune, gen. pl), however, 
despite that, there are variants of sonorants that can only be devoiced, e.g. the ones in derivatives –izm, -yzm (marks-izm 
[markÇism9] Marxism) (Gussmann, 2007). German sonorants can occur in obstruent and stop clusters in syllable-onset 
position, in right-fricative context as well as sonorant-sonorant clusters, which however never occur in onsets.  

German syllable structure is based on the sonority hierarchy (with obstruents at the lowest sonority-scale place 
and vowels at the highest), according to which it can have either increasing or decreasing sonority from the peak to the 
end of the syllable and it allows maximally two consonants each in the onset and in the nucleus or coda position (Wiese, 
1996). The regularities say that there can appear a certain number of consonants after a long vowel with only one 
consonant possible after a short vowel in the same monosyllabic word. In other words, Wiese (1996) claims that a long 
vowel can be treated equivalently to a diphthong, while short a vowel behaves in a way that it leaves place for an 
additional consonant to follow in the same syllable. It is also noted that according to German phonotactics “a non-
obstruent is always placed inside an obstruent in the syllable, and while all non-obstruents can form a syllabic nucleus, 
an obstruent cannot (Wiese, 1996).” German r-sound has two main variants: [R] which is a uvular sound and [å] which 
represents vocalized ‘r’ (Wiese, 1996). Different occurrences of [å] and [R] in derivations of the same words are either 
syllabic or non syllabic like in grösser [gRP:.så] bigger, atr.function versus grössere [gRP:.s´.R´] bigger, pl., 
pred.function (Wiese, 1996). In the same studies Wiese has also demonstrated that [R] occurs mostly in onsets and 
sometimes after short vowels like in word Herr [hER] man. Since Final Devoicing in German is a phenomenon that 
applies only to obstruents in syllable-final position and German phonotactics does not allow any word-final sonorants 
with left-voiceless-obstruent context, in our study we examine sonorants in word-initial and mid-word position. 



Turning back to the syllable, we now describe shortly the pattern for Polish syllable structure in the relation to 
sonorants’ occurrence. The number of Polish syllables in the word is always the same as the number of the vowels in the 
word. Thus we can say that only the vowel can form a syllable nucleus. “The only other element that can appear in the 
rhyme is a sonorant consonant (Gussmann, 1992).” It has been also observed by Gussmann (1992), that a single 
sonorant which separates two vowels will always be assigned to the following syllable, like in domy [do.my] house, pl.
In modern Polish sonorants are admitted in the rhyme and in the word-final clusters of consonants like in łga[rstw] lie, 
gen.pl. (Gussmann, 1992). Consonanants occurring in Polish word and syllable-initial positions are said to have 
‘peculiar clustering possibilities’ (Gussmann, 1992), where there are cases in which a sonorant can occur before an 
obstruent like in [mkn]ąć to speed or in four-consonantal sequences in monosyllabic words like in [drgn]ąć to shudder 
(Gussmann, 1992). As devoicing concerns sonorants in word-final position, Gussmann (1992) argues that it is dependent 
on syllable structure and the disyllabification of the sonorant, because sonorants cannot be incorporated into a syllable 
structure that violates the Sonority Sequencing Principle. On the other hand, other studies, e.g. Rubach (1996, 2008) 
argued that it is not the syllable structure that licences devoicing but that the voice assimilation of the sonorants is 
governed by the linear adjacency of laryngeal nodes. It has been also pointed out in (Rubach, 1996) that rules of voicing 
in Polish interfere with acquisition of foreign languages by Poles. Common errors occur due to Final Devoicing (ex. [k] 
instead of [g] in big) and Spreading ([s] instead of [z] in these people) irrespective of their position in a prosodic 
structure (Rubach, 1996). Similarly Rubach (1996), claims that sonorants which violate sonority relations are transparent 
to Final Devoicing and to Regressive Assimilation (e.g. Jędrka [jentr9ka] gen.sg). Devoicing is also a matter of dialectal 
forms of Polish: Warsaw vs. Cracow form. Voice assimilation in obstruent clusters is the same in both dialects, voicing 
spreads in Cracow dialect, but not in Warsaw dialect [samOXut rOmana]. In our research we verify phonological 
hypotheses on sonorant voicing in Polish and German with the help of computational phonetic tools designed to operate 
on large phonetically labeled data. 

METHOD 

Voicing Profile 

The method that we present differs from traditional acoustic measurements of voicing because the traditional 
approaches fail to provide sufficient information for sonorants occurring in different phonological environment. Thanks 
to the automatic tools which extract voicing profiles as a frame-by-frame basis in continuous speech, we can study all 
phonotactically possible contexts of sonorants. As shown in Figure 1, in the first step we used ESPS get_F0 tool to 
obtain frame by frame voicing probabilities at a sampling rate of 100 frames per second. After that get_F0 used an 
autocorrelation technique to calculate voicing probability. The value of those probabilities is always categorical (0 or 1). 

FIGURE 1: Illustration of methodological steps of the study. 

Extraction of the features 

We used the IMS German Festival synthesis system as it provides a wide range of information taken from the corpus 
about prosodic, syllable and segmental structure of the utterances (IMS German Festival Home Page, 2009). For each 
segment we extracted the following features: consonant type, place of articulation, voicing structure of the segment, its 



preceding and following phone, word position, syllable structure, position in the syllable and voicing profile by 
extracting the voicing probability at 10%, 20%.... 90% of its duration. If the time of the phone of our interest happened 
to lie between two different probabilities’ values, its value was obtained by interpolation. Using R (R project, 2001), the 
voicing profiles of phones in the selected contexts were averaged and plotted.  

Databases 

The analysis of sonorant consonants’ profiles was conducted on two speech corporas. For Polish we used the BOSS 
corpora designed for the Polish version of the BOSS unit selection speech synthesis system (Demenko, 2008; Klabbers 
2001). It comprises 115min (3249 utterances) of speech recorded by a professional speaker during several recording 
sessions supervised by an expert phonetician. The corpus consists of several databases: with most frequent consonant 
structures, diphones realized in 92 grammatically correct but semantically nonsense phrases, CVC triphones in non-
sonorant voiced context and with various intonation patterns, CVC triphones in sonorant context and with various 
intonation patterns and utterances with 6000 most frequent Polish vocabulary items. 1109 sentences were recorded 
(Demenko et al., 2008). For German we used the MS corpus which was designed for the purpose of unit selection 
speech synthesis in the SmartKom project (SmartKom, 2003; Schweitzer et al., 2003). The core of the corpus comprises 
a full set of diphones and rich combinations of phones and contextual factors including segmental context, syllable 
structure and intonational factors. In the 160min of recorded speech there are 2601 sentences, which include 17489 
words with 56434 consonants (Möbius, 2004). 

RESULTS 

In the study of Polish we decided to focus on the sonorant with most variable voicing – trilled [r], as our data show that 
other sonorants are categorically voiced in all contexts. After further specification of the phoneme context it has been 
observed that liquid [r] in word-final position preceded by voiceless stop like in word ‘wiatr’ [vjatr9] wind, undergoes 
devoicing in almost all the exemplars in our corpus (Figure 2). It is also demonstrated that voicing profile of word-initial 
Polish sonorants in all-left-phoneme context show the same tendency– only liquid [r] undergoes devoicing in sizeable 
amount. Liquid [r] in word- initial position following voiceless stop, like in word ‘rtęć’ [rte &Ç] mercury, devoices [r] in 
more exemplars than in general all-phoneme-left context, similarly to word-final position, however here the amount of 
devoiced exemplars is higher and has a value of slightly more than 80%.   

FIGURE 2: Voicing profile of Polish word-final [r] in voiceless stop left context. 

�

Figure 3 (Möbius, 2004) shows voicing profile of German sonorants with left-voiceless obstruent context with and 
without syllable boundary. It has been observed that left context of the sonorant is the most important factor deciding 
about its voicing profile. All sonorants shown in the figure (including glide [j] which status is either a sonorant or a 
fricative or a non-syllabic vowel in German) undergo initial devoicing with the extent differing between sounds. In our 



analysis we focus on the profile of [R] which tends to be voiceless through all its time duration when preceded by 
voiceless obstruent. Here again different realization possibilities of [R] have been observed (Möbius, 2004), which after 
observation of articulatory manners of the speaker, have been reported to be either velar or uvular voiced fricative, 
which in its devoiced variant is very close to [x]. It is noted however that devoicing effect in German may depend on 
presence vs. absence of syllable boundary like in word ‘Stecknadel’ [StEk.na:d´l] pin with syllable boundary and the 
word ‘knapp’[knap] tight without syllable boundary. This pattern is observed for [j] and [R] in the biggest amount, 
contrary to the nasals. 

FIGURE 3 (Möbius, 2004): Voicing profile of German sonorants with left-voiceless obstruent context with presence (solid 
lines) and absence (dashed lines) of the syllable boundary.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we analyzed Polish word initial and final sonorants in general left context (all-phonemes) and following 
voiceless stops as well as German sonorants in initial and mid word position with the same left-voiceless-obstruent 
context. For Polish we observed that, almost exclusively, the sonorant [r] undergoes devoicing in those contexts out of 
the data we have analyzed. The most interesting is the case of [r] following voiceless stops, which is almost completely 
devoiced word and syllable-finally. Obstruent-liquid clusters are a peculiarity of the Polish language and have thus 
received many phonological descriptions (Cyran, 2005; Gussmann, 1992; Rubach 1996, 2008). The word-final liquid 
which follows an obstruent has to be accommodated into a phonological string by special abstract devices like 
extrametricality, segment-government or an empty nucleus. Such a special phonological status licenses phonetic 
behavior of the odd sonorant. Voicing profiles extraction based on our data-driven computational procedures 
demonstrate that both the phonological status and the prosodic position of the liquid influence its phonetic properties. 
However, final word position of the sonorant [r] governs its voicing profile more than its phonological environment - 
in the example of word initial and final [r] followed by voiceless stops we observed that the devoicing is much stronger 
than in the initial position, despite the same preceding phonological context. Studies conducted on German (Möbius, 
2004) have shown that the probability of voicing is dependent on presence vs. absence of syllable boundary, which 
tends to weaken sonorants’ devoicing preceded by voiceless obstruent. Thus both languages’ sonorants voicing profile 
depends on syllable structure or positioning. In Polish it is more the word and syllable position that determines the 
amount of feature [voice] in [r], while in German it is the lack or the presence of the syllable boundary that occurs 
between voiceless obstruent and sonorant [R].  
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